Bonjour,
We are happy that your parents did choose Château le Verdoyer for your holidays. You’ll see, you’ll have real fun.
This book will help you preparing your stay and if you answer as many questions as possible, I promise you a Kawan
surprise !
First, enter your name on the top of the sheet ... if you have any brothers or sisters, ask Mum or Dad to print as many
copies as children.
First, you have to prepare the trip !
It is a very exciting moment because you'll soon come to
us, but Mum and Dad need to focus on the journey, trying
not to forget anything, and you should therefore try to be
nice…
You can help: ask Mum for a small bag in which you'll
put everything you'll need for the holidays …
Your favourite toys,
Colouring crayons or pencils,
A small notebook to make sketches or take notes,
Of course this travel booklet !
Don’t forget a small bottle of water
and snacks…
It’s time for a few hours drive ... this is not always
pleasant, but be patient ... Start with finding who is behind
this surprise drawing:
Did you find it ? note the name of this animal : a ……………..
you will find some at the campsite, near the ponds. You can always try to catch some, but it will not be easy, be
careful not to end up in the water!
You will be able to observe many other animals ... try to name them!

D_ _ _

O__

H_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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B__

L_ _ _ _ _

Now you can colour the various drawings from page 2.

Try to give me the name of 4 heroes you just coloured ?
1 : …………………

2 : …………………

3 : ………………………. 4 : ………………………..
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Your journey : I marked the campsite on the map, with a star. Put a star where your home is located and trace your
journey.
Try to give the following cities their right place on the map : Paris (1), Amsterdam (2), Brussels (3), London (4),
Luxembourg (5), Berlin (6), Prague (7), Vienna (8), Madrid (9), Rome (10), Ljubljana (11), Zagreb (12)

Fill in your travel details : we left at ….h, the trip will last ……….
We go to the sea, the mountains, the countryside or the town ? : to ……………..
Did you know? during a long trip, the driver must stop at least every 2 hours for a rest.
Surrounds the weather encountered on the way :
What is the speed limit on motorways in France? 100km/h ? 130 km/h ? 180 km/h ? : ………..
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Here are some games that you can propose to your family to pass the time ... be careful not to disturb the driver !
Music game : each at his turn will be humming a song. The first to recognize it has the right to sing and them
humming to make you guess…
The forbidden letter : Choose a letter of the alphabet and find as many words as possible where this letter does not
appear.
If you are several : all states, in turn, his word without the letter and as quickly as possible. The first one wrong is
eliminated
The Mystery Character : think of someone that everyone knows. Each after one asks a question whose answer can
only be YES or NO. When someone thinks he has found, he waits for his turn, then announces the name of the
person. If he’s wrong, he’s out. Otherwise, it's his turn to make you guess.
Colors : Select a color. Count the number of cars you see from this color during a set time. Then it is time for
someone else for the same time. Whoever has the most wins.
The never ending sentence : you say a word. The following repeat your word and adds another word. The next one
repeat the following 2 words and adds one. The goal is to remember all the words in the right order and always add
one more. The first who forgets a word or mix them is out.
Game of 7 differences. Find and circle the 7 differences :

Here, you are now arrived at the
campsite.
In the reception give us your booklet
to control
and then win your surprise !
Ask us also the 2nd booklet, the one
for the holidays…
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And maybe Dad and/or Mom would like to do something as well... give them this sheet so they fill the Sudoku and
find the secret code...

by giving the secret code at the reception, they might get a little surprise as well !
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